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HVAC Training 101 is a site visited by over 100,000
enthusiasts monthly, who are interested in becoming HVAC
technicians. The site initially began as the passion project of
a retired HVAC technician. The site quickly gained popularity,
building a strong community of aspiring HVAC technicians.
Currently, it is managed by a team of ex-HVAC technicians
with decades of experience in the industry. Head over to
HVACTraining101.Com to learn more. We began by writing
about how to become certified as an HVAC technician. With
rules and certifications varying for each state, it was a
challenging task. We had a few friends in other states help us
out, but for some states, we had to dig really deep to find the
information needed. Our audience at the time was very happy
with the information we provided. At this point, we started
getting many questions about EPA 608 certification. Once
you get the education and experience needed to become a
technician, prospective employers will ask for certification to
handle refrigerants. When we started writing about how to
become certified, viewers again requested we write a study
guide to help them prepare for the 608 exams. The study
guides out there were dense and had much more information
than was needed to pass the test. This inspired us to embark
on a journey to write the simplest study guide for the EPA 608
exam, which would still cover all the necessary information.
We hope we have achieved our intended objective. The
journey to becoming an HVAC technician can be long and
arduous. We congratulate you on taking this path and wish
you the best in cracking the EPA 608 exam.
If this first love is true love, why can’t Hildy hang out with her
friends without feeling guilty? Dyan Sheldon takes on the
possessive side of summer romance with humor and insight.
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Hildy has only had two-and-a-half dates in her whole life, and
she isn’t counting the half. It’s starting to look as if she’s
never going to have a third date, or be kissed, or know a boy
who is more than just a friend. Then, on an ordinary day, she
meets Connor of the melt-that-ice-cap smile — and a summer
that was going to be ordinary as toast turns into Hildy’s
summer of love. But love for Hildy is a little more complicated
than the songs and movies have led her to believe. It’s not
so much girl-meets-boy-and loses-her-heart as boy-meets-girland-loses-his-mind. Part cautionary tale and part romantic
comedy, Dyan Sheldon’s wry, diary-style novel weighs in on
all ends of the relationship scale in a story of first love.
A middle class, Midwestern family in search of meaning
uproot themselves and move to their ancestral village in
Croatia "We can look at this in two ways," Jim wrote, always
the pragmatist. "We can panic and scrap the whole idea. Or
we can take this as a sign. They're saying the economy is
going to get worse before it gets better. Maybe this is the kick
in the pants we needed to do something completely different.
There will always be an excuse not to go..." And that, friends,
is how a typically sane middle-aged mother decided to drag
her family back to a forlorn mountain village in the backwoods
of Croatia. So begins the author's journey in Running Away to
Home. Jen, her architect husband, Jim, and their two children
had been living the typical soccer- and ballet-practice life in
the most Middle American of places: Des Moines, Iowa. They
overindulged themselves and their kids, and as a family they
were losing one another in the rush of work, school, and
activities. One day, Jen and her husband looked at each
other–both holding their Starbucks coffee as they headed out
to their SUV in the mall parking lot, while the kids complained
about the inferiority of the toys they just got–and asked
themselves: "Is this the American dream? Because if it is, it
sort of sucks." Jim and Jen had always dreamed of taking a
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family sabbatical in another country, so when they lost half
their savings in the stock-market crash, it seemed like just a
crazy enough time to do it. High on wanderlust, they left the
troubled landscape of contemporary America for the Croatian
mountain village of Mrkopalj, the land of Jennifer's ancestors.
It was a village that seemed hermetically sealed for the last
one hundred years, with a population of eight hundred
(mostly drunken) residents and a herd of sheep milling
around the post office. For several months they lived like
locals, from milking the neighbor's cows to eating roasted pig
on a spit to desperately seeking the village recipe for bootleg
liquor. As the Wilson-Hoff family struggled to stay sane (and
warm), what they found was much deeper and bigger than
themselves.
Low-Temperature Energy Systems with Applications of
Renewable EnergyAcademic Press
Advances in Solar Heating and Cooling presents new
information on the growing concerns about climate change,
the security of energy supplies, and the ongoing interest in
replacing fossil fuels with renewable energy sources. The
amount of energy used for heating and cooling is very
significant, estimated, for example, as half of final energy
consumption in Europe. Solar thermal installations have the
potential to meet a large proportion of the heating and cooling
needs of both buildings and industry and the number of solar
thermal installations is increasing rapidly. This book provides
an authoritative review of the latest research in solar heating
and cooling technologies and applications. Provides
researchers in academia and industry with an authoritative
overview of heating and cooling for buildings and industry in
one convenient volume Part III, ‘Solar cooling technologies’
is contributed by authors from Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
which is a world-leader in this area Covers advanced
applications from zero-energy buildings, through industrial
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process heat to district heating and cooling
From the bestselling author of What the CEO Wants You to
Know? How to rethink sales from the outside in We have to
face the truth: the process of selling is broken. Customers
have more choices and are under intense pressure. Yet few
companies are facing this reality. When they don't, a lingering
malaise sets in. More than ever these days, the sales process
tends to be a war about price-a frustrating, unpleasant war
that takes all the fun out of selling. But there's a better way to
think about sales, says bestselling author Ram Charan, who
is famous for clarifying and simplifying difficult business
problems. What the customer wants you to know is how his or
her business works, so you can help make it work better. It
sounds simple, but there's a catch: you won't be able to do
that with your traditional sales approach. Instead of starting
with your product or service, start with your customer's
problems. Focus on becoming your customer's trusted
partner, someone he can turn to for creative, cost-effective
solutions that are based on your deep knowledge of his
values, goals, problems, and customers. This book defines a
new approach to selling which Charan calls value creation
selling-that while radical is nonetheless practical. VCS has
been battle-tested in companies in a variety of industries,
such as Unifi, Mead-Westvaco, and Thomson Financial. It will
enable you to: • Gain a deeper knowledge of your customer's
problems • Understand how your customer's company really
makes decisions • Help your customer improve margins and
drive revenue growth • Connect sales with other key
functions such as finance and manufacturing • Come up with
new customized offerings • Make price much less of an issue
VCS gets you out of the hell of commoditization and low
prices. It differentiates you from the competition, paving the
way to better pricing, better margins, and higher revenue
growth, built on win-win relationships that deepen over time.
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Someday, every company will listen more closely to the
customer, and every manager will realize that sales is
everyone?s business, not just the sales department?s. In the
meantime, this eye-opening book will show you how to get
started.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO BUILD REVENUEGENERATING PARTNERSHIPS Corporations have profited
from strong business development strategies for years. So it's
no surprise that of the half-million new businesses created
each year, the most successful ones are driven by business
development. Now, savvy professionals on the business side
of a startup have a reliable guide to perfecting the partnership
strategies that will quickly add value to any company. Pitching
& Closing gives you concrete action steps for mastering the
specific skill set today's business-development professionals
need to define their roles and meet revenue expectations.
Written in practical terms by playmakers at Twitter and
SocialRank, this A-to-Z guide walks you through forging
relationships, pitching a company's product, building a
network, sourcing deals, making rejection positive, and
staying cool while closing large deals. Firsthand accounts
from business development executives across many
industries, from tech to television to finance, bring to life such
topics as: How to consistently identify and land the best
strategic alliances for your business Why people say "yes"
and why they say "no" Etiquette for making introductions and
reaching out to people in ways that elicit responses
Monitoring core metrics to know where to invest your time In
addition to implementable advice and techniques from the top
minds in the industry, this complete resource features an
entire section of best practices for every step of the
partnering process. Make your moves with the confidence of
having a team of experts at your back. The road from startup
to IPO starts with Pitching & Closing. PRAISE FOR
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PITCHING & CLOSING "This book is a must-read for anyone
in the business of transforming professional relationships into
powerful strategic partnerships." -- Adam Bain, President of
Global Revenue at Twitter "Pitching & Closing does a
phenomenal job of giving you a seat in the room during some
of the biggest business development deals of late. Anyone
who reads this book will come away with a deep
understanding of business development in the world of
startups." -- Dylan Smith, CFO of Box "Pitching & Closing is
the definitive guide to partnerships for the next generation of
entrepreneurs and business leaders." -- Adam Braun,
Founder and CEO of Pencils of Promise "An honest and
insightful look at the delicate and complex handling of
business development [that] guides readers on how to turn
good ideas into great partnerships." -- Kyle Kelly, Business
Development & Analysis at Zappos.com "Alex Taub and Ellen
DaSilva have written the bible for business development in
startup land--a well-researched, easily accessible accounting
of best practices and tips of the trade from the people who
are leaders in opening and closing deals that define some of
the most exciting new companies on the landscape." -- Laurie
Racine, Board Member, Creative Commons "I never thought
I'd read a book that not only explains how nuanced business
development can be, but also actually gives you what you
need to take teams big and small to grow their business
through partnerships. Impressive and fun to read." -- Paul
Murphy, CEO of Dots and Partner at Betaworks
From "the architect" to "the king slayer," WWE superstar Seth
Rollins has been known by some iconic nicknames. A staple
in WWE main events for many years now, Rollins always
brings a fire and persistence to his wrestling that fans
appreciate and other wrestlers admire. But he started as just
a kid from Iowa with a dream. This volume follows his path to
the ring through his career as an indie wrestler to headlining
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WrestleMania, complete with full-color photographs of some
of his best matches. Low-level text and an engaging tone
draw in struggling and emerging readers.
[This] text addresses the basic concepts of management, the
roles of the manager, and the changing nature of both the
contemporary organization and the contemporary manager.
[The text] explores the managerial function of planning. [It]
focuses on the organizing function of management. [It]
explores the managerial function of leadership. [It also]
examines the management function of control. The
foundational principles of control are addressed, and specific
attention is given to productivity, quality control, and
information systems control. Control is principal tool for
achieving quality in the products, services, and processes of
the organization, as well as a tool for developing a
competitive advantage based on enhanced productivity,
increased efficiency, and superior quality.-Pref.
The history of Puerto Rico has usually been envisioned as a
sequence of colonizations-various indigenous peoples from
Archaic through Taíno were successively invaded,
assimilated, or eliminated, followed by the Spanish entrada,
which was then modified by African traditions and, since
1898, by the United States. The truth is more complex, but in
many ways Puerto Rico remains one of the last colonies in
the world. This volume focuses on the successive indigenous
cultures of Puerto Rico prior to 1493. Traditional studies of
the cultures of indigenous peoples of the Caribbean have
centered on ceramic studies, based on the archaeological
model developed by Irving Rouse which has guided
Caribbean archaeology for decades. Rodríguez Ramos
departs from this methodology by implementing lithics as the
primary unit for tracing the origins and developments of the
indigenous peoples of Puerto Rico. Analyzing the
technological styles involved in the production of stone
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artifacts in the island through time, as well as the evaluation
of an inventory of more than 500 radiocarbon dates
recovered since Rouse's model emerged, the author presents
a truly innovative study revealing alternative perspectives on
Puerto Rico's pre-Columbian culture-historical sequence. By
applying a multiscalar design, he not only not only provides
an analysis of the plural ways in which the precolonial
peoples of the island interacted and negotiated their identities
but also shows how the cultural landscapes of Puerto Rico,
the Antilles, and the Greater Caribbean shaped and were
shaped by mutually constituting processes through time.
“Thought-provoking, informative and fresh, Bender’s multifaceted ethnomusicology of taiko promises to endure as the
definitive scholarship on the topic for some time to come." -E.
Taylor Atkins, author of Blue Nippon “Immensely readable,
unique and thoughtful, Taiko Boom is a must-have for anyone
interested in taiko, and there are many--it’s difficult to
overstate the explosion in popularitytaiko has experienced
globally. Flashy and powerful, it’s unlike any other music.
Bender presents here the first thorough look at this art form in
Japan, detailing the origins and meaning of this style.” Jennifer Milioto Matsue, Associate Professor of Music, Asian
Studies and Anthropology at Union College
Principles followed in designing and specifyng the
psychrometer. Choice of system. The basic specification. The
practial specification. Comments on the practial specification.
Test and ancillary calibrations. Data and formular for the
psychrometer coefficient a . Ucertainty, in the derived
humidity. Operation of the reference pschrometer.
A girl drinks river water that gives her good advice but a bad
reputation. A young woman's job at a make-up counter ends
in disaster. Car accidents and cornfields cause siblings to
disappear while, up above, airplane banners advertise hair
care products. Welcome to Beside Myself, Ashley Farmer's
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debut collection of short stories. These brief, lucid dreams
illuminate the moment the familiar becomes strange and that
split second before everything changes forever.
At forty-five, clinical psychologist Davida Grayson, leaves a
thriving practice in Oakland, California to return to her
childhood home in Still Water, Kansas after the death of her
reclusive father. Her mother is in a nursing home, suffering
from Alzheimer's disease. In the ensuing months, unsettling
events threaten Davida's safety, sobriety, and sanity.
Foremost among these is the reappearance of her high
school sweetheart, Paul, who had traumatized Davida as a
teenager by playing an inexplicably cruel practical joke.
Events suggest that he may be stalking her, but she is
starting to question her own perceptions. Despite increasing
self-doubt, she continues to work, via long distance phone
calls, with three of her Oakland therapy clients: a Korean
college student whose burden of responsibility toward his
immigrant parents has led him to attempt suicide; a stoic,
workaholic man anguished by being his family's scapegoat;
and a woman coping with the family havoc wreaked by her
husband's bipolar illness. Interwoven with the main plot of the
novel, their stories resonate with Davida's struggle against
mental deterioration and her quest to solve the central
mystery of her life.

A number of metrics for assessing human thermal
response to climatic conditions have been proposed in
scientific literature over the last decades. They aim at
describing human thermal perception of the thermal
environment to which an individual or a group of people
is exposed. More recently, a new type of “discomfort
index” has been proposed for describing, in a synthetic
way, long-term phenomena. Starting from a systematic
review of a number of long-term global discomfort
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indices, they are then contrasted and compared on a
reference case study in order to identify their similarities
and differences and strengths and weaknesses. Based
on this analysis, a new short-term local discomfort index
is proposed for the American Adaptive comfort model.
Finally, a new and reliable long-term general discomfort
index is presented. It is delivered in three versions and
each of them is suitable to be respectively coupled with
the Fanger, the European Adaptive and the American
Adaptive comfort models.
Selected papers presented at the 10th Annual
Convention of the Indian Society of Medical Statistics
and the National Seminar on Biostatistical Aspects of
AIDS and AIDS Control Programmes in India held at the
International Institute for Population Sciences, Bombay,
Nov. 1-3, 1992.
Josephson’s intriguing study of how technology both
helped and hindered this effort asks new and important
questions about the crucial issues inextricably linked with
the development and diffusion of technology in any
sociopolitical system.
Presents thirty-three tips on personal and business
success gleaned from the experiences and wisdom of
John Patterson, founder of the National Cash Register
Company.
In Mayumi's Kitchen, Mayumi Nishimura, a leading figure
in the macrobiotics world and Madonna's private
macrobiotic chef, shares her recipes for delicious food
that nourishes the body and the soul. Macrobiotics is a
healthy, nature-friendly way of life based on a diet of
whole grains, vegetables, and beans. People all over the
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world, including many Hollywood stars, have embraced a
macrobiotic diet because of its health benefits including
higher energy, beautiful skin, a tranquil mind, and a
greater sense of connection with the universe. Mayumi's
unique style of cooking is healthful, intuitive, and easy to
stick with. She draws her inspiration not only from
Japanese food, which she grew up eating, but also from
Chinese, French, Italian, and other cuisines, as well as
from macrobiotic traditions. Above all, though, she
believes that enjoyment is the key to sustaining healthy
eating habits, and she offers more than 130 recipes for a
wide variety of dishes including soups, pastas, brown
rice, grain, and bean dishes, even party foods and
desserts. The centerpiece of Mayumi's Kitchen is her tenday detox diet, followed by meal-planning tips and the
recipes, all lavishly illustrated with color photos. Mayumi
also explains unfamiliar techniques with step-by-step
pictures and discusses nutritional value and energy
quality. A perfect introduction for beginners, Mayumi's
Kitchen will be welcomed by lifelong macrobiotic
practitioners as well. "Not only are you the best chef in
the world...your amazing food helped me to be a happier,
healthier person, balanced in body and mind." —
Madonna (from the Preface) "Mayumi makes beautiful,
energizing food, which I have been lucky enough to
enjoy many times over the years. I am thrilled that now
everyone can have a chance to experience the effects of
her meals, which are as healing and healthy as one can
get!" — Gwyneth Paltrow "When people think of
macrobiotics, they think of healing and recovery, but they
rarely think of gorgeous, yummy food. Mayumi's Kitchen
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changes all that." — Christina Pirello, Emmy Awardwinning host of Christina Cooks on national public
television and best-selling cookbook author "Mayumi has
long been one of my favorite chefs in the world-her
cooking is infused with love, joy, and the spirit of a true
artist. So it's no surprise to me that this wonderful book is
as inviting as her food-gorgeous, friendly, and
welcoming." — Jessica Porter, author, The Hip Chick's
Guide to Macrobiotics "In this book and its recipes,
Mayumi captures the beauty and spirit of macrobiotics
and natural foods cuisine. She has inspired many toward
a healthful lifestyle, and will continue to do so with this
wonderful book." — Dr. Lawrence Haruo Kushi, nutritional
epidemiologist "With years of innovative experience,
Mayumi Nishimura brings food to life with a balanced
sense of taste, color, and good nutrition. The recipes and
artistic photography in Mayumi's Kitchen are sure to
make your mouth water and your lips quiver! This is
whole food kitchen inspiration at its best." — Verne
Varona, author, Macrobiotics for Dummies
This text clearly and straightforwardly demonstrates how
to collect, manage, analyze, and present data in real
world applications in education, criminal justice and other
fields in the social sciences.
Low-Temperature Energy Systems with Applications of
Renewable Energy investigates a wide variety of lowtemperature energy applications in residential,
commercial, institutional, and industrial areas. It
addresses the basic principles that form the groundwork
for more efficient energy conversion processes and
includes detailed practical methods for carrying out these
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critical processes. This work considers new directions in
the engineering use of technical thermodynamics and
energy, including more in-depth studies of the use of
renewable sources, and includes worked numerical
examples, review questions, and practice problems to
allow readers to test their own comprehension of the
material. With detailed explanations, methods, models,
and algorithms, Low-Temperature Energy Systems with
Applications of Renewable Energy is a valuable
reference for engineers and scientists in the field of
renewable energy, as well as energy researchers and
academics. Features end-of chapter review sections with
questions and exercises for practical study and
utilization. Presents methods for a great variety of energy
applications to improve their energy operations. Applies
real-world data to demonstrate the impact of lowtemperature energy systems on renewable energy use
today.
Tools for Design is intended to provide the user with an
overview of computer aided design using two popular CAD
software packages from Autodesk: AutoCAD and Autodesk
Inventor. This book explores the strengths of each package
and show how they can be used in design, both separately
and in combination with each other. What you'll learn How to
create and dimension 2D multiview drawings using AutoCAD
How to freehand sketch using axonometric, oblique and
perspective projection techniques How to create 3D
parametric models and 2D multiview drawings using
Autodesk Inventor How to reuse design information between
AutoCAD and Autodesk Inventor How to combine parts into
assemblies including assembly modeling with a VEX Robot
Kit How to perform basic finite element stress analysis using
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Inventor Stress Analysis Module
War of the Werelords is the action-packed final book in Curtis
Jobling's Wereworld series. The designer of Bob the Builder,
creator of Frankenstein's Cat and Raa Raa the Noisy Lion,
and the author/illustrator of numerous children's books, Curtis
Jobling lives with his family in Cheshire, England. Although
perhaps best known for his work in TV and picture books,
Curtis's other love has always been horror and fantasy for an
older audience. Wereworld is his first series for older readers.
'As a fantasy world it is superior to Eragon, and pure fun' The Times www.wereworldbook.com www.curtisjobling.com
In early modern England, religious sorrow was seen as a form
of spiritual dialogue between the soul and God, expressing
how divine grace operates at the level of human emotion.
Through close readings of both Protestant and Catholic
poetry, Kuchar explains how the discourses of 'devout
melancholy' helped generate some of the most engaging
religious verse of the period. From Robert Southwell to John
Milton, from Aemilia Lanyer to John Donne, the language of
'holy mourning' informed how poets represented the most
intimate and enigmatic aspects of faith as lived experience. In
turn, 'holy mourning' served as a way of registering some of
the most pressing theological issues of the day. By tracing
poetic representations of religious sorrow from Crashaw's
devotional verse to Shakespeare's weeping kings, Kuchar
expands our understanding of the interconnections between
poetry, theology and emotion in post-Reformation England.
While it’s cool to create an iPhone app or a killer website, it’s
way cooler to design, build, and grow genetic circuits with real
DNA, using a self-replicating bio-nano robot that does useful
work and makes valuable stuff. This practical hands-on guide
book you through the steps necessary to do real genetic
engineering at home, using DNA parts that fit together like
Legos. This is the official Rapid DNA Prototyping (RDP) book
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endorsed by Synbiota Inc., the developer of RDP. It relates
solely to the RDP DNA Assembly standard.
So you ve mastered the art of marketing. You ve positioned
your company, branded your product, and targeted your
consumer. Unfortunately, in today s economy, that s not
enough. You need REPOSITIONING.A brilliant new approach
to consumer psychology and corporate identity, this
groundbreaking and game-changing guide shows you how to
. . .RETHINK your current marketingREFOCUS your
consumer brandingREASSESS your company s
strengthsREPOSITION your corporate identityRECLAIM your
competitive edge
Fatal Years is the first systematic study of child mortality in
the United States in the late nineteenth century. Exploiting
newly discovered data from the 1900 Census of Population,
Samuel Preston and Michael Haines present their findings in
a volume that is not only a pioneering work of demography
but also an accessible and moving historical narrative.
Despite having a rich, well-fed, and highly literate population,
the United States had exceptionally high child-mortality levels
during this period: nearly one out of every five children died
before the age of five. Preston and Haines challenge
accepted opinion to show that losses in privileged social
groups were as appalling as those among lower classes.
Improvements came only with better knowledge about
infectious diseases and greater public efforts to limit their
spread. The authors look at a wide range of topics, including
differences in mortality in urban versus rural areas and the
differences in child mortality among various immigration
groups. "Fatal Years is an extremely important contribution to
our understanding of child mortality in the United States at the
turn of the century. The new data and its analysis force
everyone to reconsider previous work and statements about
U.S. mortality in that period. The book will quickly become a
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standard in the field."--Maris A. Vinovskis, University of
Michigan Originally published in 1991. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again
make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press
since its founding in 1905.
If you’re a web developer interested in building scalable
single-page applications—full-stack, browser-based apps that
connect to a backend—this practical guide shows you how to
use Ember.js, the popular JavaScript framework based on the
model-view-controller (MVC) architectural pattern. Through
the course of the book, you’ll learn how to build a prototype
Ember application (a musician index called Rock’n’Roll
Call), using routers, templates, models, controllers, and
views. You’ll also understand how Ember’s convention over
configuration approach helps you persist data, build backend
technologies, and create widgets for developing productioncapable applications that behave like desktop software. Set
up workflow management and boilerplate code creation Learn
how Ember’s “developer ergonomics” help you use less
code Write templates for the book’s prototype with
Handlebars.js Use routers to manage application states
without reloading the page Connect controllers and views with
events, and sync data with data-binding Build an Ember
backend with a RESTful API or Ruby on Rails Use the EmberData library to persist data and talk to the backend Write
reusable encapsulated widgets to extend your applications
Algebraic number theory introduces students not only to new
algebraic notions but also to related concepts: groups, rings,
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fields, ideals, quotient rings and quotient fields,
homomorphisms and isomorphisms, modules, and vector
spaces. Author Pierre Samuel notes that students benefit
from their studies of algebraic number theory by encountering
many concepts fundamental to other branches of
mathematics — algebraic geometry, in particular. This book
assumes a knowledge of basic algebra but supplements its
teachings with brief, clear explanations of integrality,
algebraic extensions of fields, Galois theory, Noetherian rings
and modules, and rings of fractions. It covers the basics,
starting with the divisibility theory in principal ideal domains
and ending with the unit theorem, finiteness of the class
number, and the more elementary theorems of Hilbert
ramification theory. Numerous examples, applications, and
exercises appear throughout the text.
The bestselling author of City Quilts is back with “12 projects
in her graphic, modern and colorful style, all created with solid
or near-solid fabrics” (Down Under Quilts Magazine). Cherri
House invites you to continue on her quilt making journey in
her latest book Urban Views. In this collection of 12 all-new
projects, you’ll learn how to quilt with triangles as well as
master a variety of innovative techniques. In the “City
Challenge,” the author explores 4 more U.S. cities with new
quilt designs. All of the projects are rendered in House’s
beloved signature style and will surely inspire sewists of every
skill level. Beginner and experienced sewists alike can create
modern, must-have quilts with innovative techniques Features
modern solid fabric quilt designs with a universal appeal,
making them excellent gifts for men and women alike “House
comes down solidly on the side of solids, and with her
imaginative designs, the fabrics soar.”—Publishers Weekly
Disneyland—as you remember it, and as you’ve never seen it
before. In the Shadow of the Matterhorn, author—and former
cast member—David Smith, takes you inside the Magic
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Kingdom for a completely different kind of VIP Tour. Neverbefore-published stories about working inside the park,
growing up down the street, and the profound effect that
Disneyland had on so many people, are all part of this moving
and revealing book. “A Great Ride!”
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